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         DSEQ3

         Dynamic equalizer

         
             DSEQ is a dynamic processor working in the frequency domain.DSEQ removes digital harshness on the fly thanks to self-adjusting frequency bands.

DSEQ can be used in all mix and master situations:



- de-essing vocals

- taming resonances in e.g. drum, guitar, vocal recordings

- removing digital harshness

- balancing the mix

- de-masking frequency regions

- support of pink noise mixing/mastering
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                Welcome to TBProAudio


TBProAudio develops audio plugins which help music producers to do their
job quicker and better. We are using the latest algorithms and standards (e.g. EBU R128) to enable our customers to deliver the best quality.

Our tools are developed by musicians for musicians.
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        Channel strip
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        Loudness matching
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        Wideband Limiter 
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        Mix monitoring tool
        [image: ISOL8 - Mix monitoring tool]
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        Dynamic equalizer
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        Multivariable meter
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        Stereo imaging control
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        Auto mixer
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        Gain rider
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        Loudness matching
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        Gain riding
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        Equalizer
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        Wideband limiter
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        Equalizer
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        Saturation
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         News & updates




    March 18, 2024

    Plugin update 2024.3.3

    
        TBProAudio has updated CS-5501.
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    Latest News

    March 18, 2024

    Plugin update 2024.3.3
    
        TBProAudio has updated CS-5501.
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